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Too much focus has been given to the micro-e� ects of school desegregation (e.g., changes in test scores and 
racial attitudes), while ignoring the later-life constructive meso- and macro-societal e� ects of the process. 
[Research] found that desegregated schools led not only to improved test scores but also to higher annual 
earnings and better health as adults…� is article [examines how these] positive outcomes of desegregated 
education [have enabled] talented Black Americans to crack into the nation’s pipeline of privilege.

— THOMAS F.  PET TIGREW

� is paper interrogates the analytical utility of the racialization concept as it has most recently been de� ned. 
Adam Hochman’s…conceptualization of the term relies on an alleged disarticulation of the causal order 
between race and racism, which is meant to render the concept su�  ciently general. By con� ating analyses of 
causality with description, Hochman unknowingly co-signs an ideological conception of race [and] allows a 
description of the appearance of race to stand in for an explanation for race. 

— DENIZ UYAN

Deniz Uyan critiques what she describes in numerous places as my “theory” of racialization. However, I do 
not defend a theory of racialization, but the concept of racialization…a concept worth defending [because] 
it o� ers a way of talking about the various processes through which groups come to be understood as races 
without implying that they actually are races. …� ere would be no need to have concepts such as racial-
ization and racialized group if races were real—we could just talk about racial formation and race instead.

— ADAM HOCHMAN

Contrasting perspectives on racism and racial inequality collide in contemporary Cuba. Government o�  cials 
argue that…though vestiges of historical racism subsist, systematic discrimination does not. Social move-
ment actors denounce that racism and discrimination are systemic and a� ect large sectors of the Afro-Cuban 
population. Our analysis shows how di� erent data can convey profoundly di� erent pictures of racial inequality, 
[and that] signi� cant contradictions can coexist in the lived experiences of racism and racial inequality within 
a single country context.

— ALEJANDRO DE L A FUENTE AND STANLEY R.  BAILEY

Previous research has demonstrated that Black men are perceived to be more threatening than White men. 
Relatedly, public discourse suggests that respectable dress may reduce this perception. In this study, we test 
whether professional attire reduces associations of threat with Black men. Overall, � ndings indicate that 
participants associate Black men with threat more than White men, regardless of attire. Moreover, contrary 
to expectations, participants more strongly associate professional than casual dress with threat. 

— MALISSA ALINOR AND JUSTINE TINKLER 

PLUS: Mary Pattillo, Rosa Emilia Bermúdez Rico, and Ana María Mosquera Guevara; Alexis 
C. Dennis; Amaka Okechukwu; and Farid Asey
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